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TOUCHING ONE THING DEEPLY, I TOUCH EVERYTHING

Nicole Cardenas

New College of Florida, 2012

ABSTRACT

This is a photographic thesis that developed out of an ISP completed in January

2012. My main interest for this project is in exploring the different ways photographs

relate to each other. More specifically, by creating pairs of images or diptychs, I aim to

create compositions that will 'open up' for viewers, functioning in a way that proves

different than photographs conceived and displayed individually. 

Additionally, throughout my thesis work I use images of my environment

together with images of people in motion to explore the ways movement affects us by

stirring memories and stimulating new feelings. I had many artistic influences,

including Wolfgang Tillmans, Rinko Kawauchi, and Nicholas Nixon, among others.   

       Richard Herzog

Division of Humanities
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Introduction

“Because each photograph is only a fragment, its moral and emotional weight 

 depends on where it is inserted.”  – Susan Sontag

“Meaning does not attach to one thing like a label or price tag hanging on 

an item in a shop: one tag, one meaning per item; it exists in circulation.”  

− Jean Luc Nancy

Susan Sontag points to one of the most curious characteristics of the

photograph: namely, the way each becomes hyper-dependent upon context for meaning.

In the quote below it, philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy takes her observation to a broader

conclusion, finding that significance and meaning are not only contingent properties for

photographs, but for all things. In his view, meaning develops within networks that are

always moving and changing rather than delivered static and whole. 

Over the course of my project, I approached image-making with this

understanding, knowing that pictures have a grammar and that new meanings can be

choreographed through skilled editing and sequencing. This meant that the very nature

of the medium of photography became part of the narrative of the work. In essence, I

place more importance on the chemistry between images rather than focusing on the

autonomy of a single one. Similar to my two primary influences, Rinko Kawauchi and

Wolfgang Tillmans, I discovered that working this way allows me to better explore, as

Tillmans phrases it, the quality of “being-in-the-world with others” that life has, and the

way beings as well as images depend on one another for meaning (3 Birnbaum). 
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History

In order to understand the way I arrived at my current work, it is important to

understand how the work that inspired me came to be supported in the art world in the

first place. Since photography's invention, the medium has been compared to painting

and rejected as a possible medium for making fine art. Charlotte Cotton is an art

historian who documents shifts in the contemporary art photography sphere. In her

book On Photography, she points out how even thirty years ago, “gallery spaces and art

collections...were neither the assumed context nor realistic aim, in terms of institutional

and financial support” for many photographers (12). The increased degree of media and

gallery interest is very recent, so recent that practitioners who were important pioneers

of the medium are only now gaining attention and finding inclusion within the canon of

photographic history. Furthermore, this canon was typically comprised of

photographers working in black and white, while color was relegated to the commercial

world. In Cotton's words, “it was not until the 1970s that colour became the staple of

photographic practice” (12). 

Two of the best-known photographers that encouraged the shift to color were

Americans William Eggleston and Stephen Shore. Eggleston (b. 1939) started working

in color in the mid-1960's, and later that decade switched to color-slide film (typically

used for advertising and magazine production). His photographs are best-known for

their “compositional intrigue,” and for the way they turn everyday subjects into newly

interesting visual forms (fig. 1-2) (Cotton 13). For almost two decades, his choice to

work in color placed him outside of the interest of gallery owners and museum

curators. However, in 1976, he exhibited his work in a solo show at the MOMA—the

museum's first solo show in color photography. He continues to live and work today,
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enjoying a growing reputation as his medium of choice gains interest and support. 

Stephen Shore (b. 1947) started his work in black and white photography, and

received critical attention at age fourteen when the head curator at the MOMA bought

three of his prints for the museum's collection. Shore continued working in black and

white until his interest in pop art lead him to use color in 1970 (Cotton 13). He is best-

known for his dead-pan aesthetic and for photographing the everyday scenes and

objects he encountered during his travels in the US (fig. 3-4). Additionally, Shore is

known for turning banal material into potential subject matter charged with interest for

the camera. One of his main contributions to the generation of photographers that

succeeded him was that he (and Eggleston), opened up a space for new modes of

image-making, both in terms of his use of color and his choice of often over-looked

subject matter.  

Influences

The two primary artists who helped influence and create a precedent for my

artwork both gained much from the space that Eggleston and Shore helped to open up.

For example, both Wolfgang Tillmans (b. 1968) and Rinko Kawauchi (b. 1972) work

primarily in color (with digital and film cameras). Without the work of pioneers like

Eggleston and Shore among others, their work might not have been considered within a

fine arts context. Additionally, both Tillmans and Kawauchi use a snapshot aesthetic in

their work, drawing inspiration, not unlike their forebears, from the everyday sights that

surround them. 
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Wolfgang Tillmans

Tillmans, as critic Michael Bracewell points out, has been “inaccurately

described as someone who started out in fashion photography and then made a switch

to fine art” (149). In actuality, from the beginning of his career, Tillmans experimented

with displaying his photographs in different venues (including magazines, art galleries,

books, and major museums) as a way to underscore Sontag's point, that photographs

depend so much on context for meaning. In the early 1990s, he rose to fame with his

images of friends and clubbers that evidenced a snapshot aesthetic (fig. 5) and depicted

a growing youth subculture in London and Berlin. However, Tillmans explores an

incredible breadth of subject matter in his photographs, including still lifes, landscapes,

street scenes, and camera-less abstractions. 

In part what is rousing about his work is the fact that in all its variation, it is

distinctly recognizable as his. Tillmans's focus traverses photographic genres so that he

often uses abstract images, still lifes, and portraits in a single show to highlight how

these seemingly disparate depictions intersect and affect one another, both in terms of

what they will mean to viewers at an art show, and in terms of how they relate in the

world (fig. 6-7). For example, in his exhibition at London's Serpentine Gallery (2003),

Tillmans paired a view of the city's streets, taken from a helicopter, together with

images of factory workers (fig. 8). In doing so, he makes a statement about how

individuals like the ones pictured make up the impersonal, almost abstract view from

above (Nickas 7). He also highlights the way that private and public space intersect in

that the city's infrastructure and layout affects where people work and to some degree

how they live. 

In understanding Tillmans's art and the way his practice influenes my own, it is
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also crucial to understand his “curatorial composing” technique, where he incorporates

the space of the museum into his plans for arranging his images (Nickas 3). This is one

of the aspects of his work that gained him a reputation as one of the most important

photographers working today, and as Bob Nickas points out in his essay, Tillmans's

innovation in “mov[ing] away from the more traditional and rarefied presentation of

images in frames hanging in a line on gallery walls has become one of the hallmarks of

exhibiting art photography” (5). In essence, Tillmans is a choreographer, bringing

images together to create a moment or an effect for viewers in a particular space. His

installations are his final pieces and his photographs are the material that he creates

them with. For example, in his installation at the Moscow Biennale of Contemporary

Art, 2009 (fig. 9), the artist shows protestors holding a sign that advocates for “free

gender-expression worldwide.” In the top left corner of the same wall, viewers find one

of Tillmans's idiosyncratic still lifes that update traditional notions viewers have of the

painting genre by presenting flowers in plastic bottles rather than vases, and pieces of

trash arranged into meticulous and beautifully colored compositions. Read side-by-side,

these images speak to the formation of alternative life-styles, and the need to embrace

both new models for what constitutes a viable personal identity as well as what

constitutes contemporary art. 

Tillmans works this way, creating non-hierarchical arrangements of photographs

in museum spaces in order to set pictures into circulation, allowing him underscore the

“mobility of the medium” he works in (Nickas 4). His nuanced techniques in

“selection, sequencing, and juxtaposition” establish a network of images within the

space, as well as invite viewers to take note of connections and recurring subject matter

(fig. 10) (Shihoko 106). In this way he objectifies not only the associations attached to
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particular viewing apparatuses (magazine vs. museum space), but also the act of

mapping, and noticing as human beings. In his own words, “the interest in, at the same

time creating and mapping the world, in analyzing and quantifying interests, has been

part of my work since the beginning. This is at the core of what I do...It's like the

tracing of consciousness and the process of finding, shaping, and developing subject

matter” (15). In the end his work shows the self as a result of both chance and

intention: constructing itself yet still in conversation with greater networks of

exchange.

Rinko Kawauchi

Both Rinko Kawauchi and Wolfgang Tillmans have influenced my art in that

they focus extensively on the way images signify, or the way photographs are invested

with meaning, and how those meanings do not exist apart from their context and

methods of display. 

In Roland Barthes's “Rhetoric of the Image,” he discusses how meaning “gets

into the image” by discussing the nature of the picture, finding that there are three main

components or “messages” (152). The first message is the linguistic message, which

some images yield right away. In his original analysis, Barthes looked at an advertising

image for Panzani pasta, discussing the way the written label figured into the meaning

of the image on several levels. However, he spent the bulk of his essay concentrating

on the messages that are present in the “pure image,” or the image abstracted from the

linguistic message (153). These two messages are perceived at the same time, for, as

Barthes pointed out, they are not seen in steps but rather the complexity of their “inter-

relationship” is something that is “received at one and the same time” (155). For the
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sake of explanation, though, he divided them up into two: the “non-coded iconic” or

“literal message,” and the “coded-iconic” or “cultural” message (155). 

In her photographic spreads which she conceives in book format, Rinko

Kawauchi plays with the dynamics of coded and non-coded messages to communicate

through semiotic nuance. In essence, she develops a kind of visual language “in which

images are a form of pure information...and where words can seem increasingly

superfluous” (Chandler 151). For example, one of her lush spreads features two

seemingly disparate images: one of an interior filled with light, and the other a dark

shot of the natural world (fig. 11). In terms of a coded message, the first image (on the

left) offers a scene of domestic tranquility. Replete with clean white curtains, it seems

to imply that the outside world can be set apart from home life. The second image (on

the right) reveals a green tree top, swaying under the faintest light in the sky. Taken by

itself, this image is a simple de-aestheticized portrait of nature, not much different than

the “automatic way of seeing found more commonly in picture libraries and archives”

(Chandler 151). However, by pairing these photographs together, Kawauchi guarantees

that new, non-coded messages will deliver themselves. 

Thus, the two photographs stand in relation to one another: each affects the

significance of the other, and meaning will ultimately come from the space between

them. In this case, Kawauchi brings the home and the outside world into close contact,

so their initial incongruence feels now like something else. The light in the dark sky

relates to the light pouring in through the curtains, and the darkness from the right

image bleeds into the other's space. Finally, the wind pushing the fabric in the first

image is the same force moving the leaves in the second one. We get a sense, as

viewers, that the same movement, the same blowing wind, inhabits both scenes. This
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impression of similarity through a sense of touch rather than sight draws the

photographs into communication with one another. Ultimately, the non-coded messages

will be different for every viewer, but by placing these two photographs side-by-side,

Kawauchi has complicated both of them. The luminous interior and the dark exterior

feel like they depend upon each other for definition; they are connected rather than

opposing images. 

Significantly, each of Kawauchi's spreads seems to function differently. Each

“contains its own rhythms and laps, with images playing off each other dynamically:

before and after, colors with colors, shapes with shapes, symbol with metaphor, and so

on” (Browne 4). In this diptych (fig. 11), the connection between the right and left

image hinged on properties of light and darkness, as well as the implied movement that

inhabited both scenes. In figure 12, however, Kawauchi uses our cultural awareness of

signs to suggest a meaning that moves beyond the individual pictures themselves. On

the right hand side, the artist offers a photograph of a diamond, refracting light and

spraying color across the grey backdrop. The diamond, a loaded symbol of worth and

longevity, is centered at the bottom of the frame, where Kawauchi has placed it right

below the focal point of the neighboring image. In this image, Kawauchi offers a

closeup of a water droplet, catching light at the center of a leaf. Because her images are

particularly rich in non-coded meaning, the juxtaposition of the water and diamond do

not translate into a definitive message. However, the way Kawauchi permitted

something as small and common as a raindrop the same space as a diamond creates a

lot of implications. Namely, the image stirs up questions of how we assign value to

things, how we demonstrate care; it suggests that there is a lot we might be missing as

we pursue wealth or mature. 
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Kawauchi has stated in multiple interviews that she has an eye for the small,

and her work often turns its attention to the quotidian or the banal in order to render

familiar moments in new ways. In figure 13, for example, we find a woman's hands

clasped in prayer, and on the next page, we see a staircase, overexposed to the point of

approaching abstraction. There is little that is extraordinary about either image by itself,

but when they play off of each other, the effect is sometimes nothing short of profound.

This woman's hands seem to encompass a whole unknowable world inside of them; the

staircase is bright and coiled like the inside of a shell. After turning the pages of one of

Kawauchi's books, it is hard not to feel more aware or more sensitized to the facets of

one's surroundings. 

Process

“As we find our integrity in the ways we shape our bodies, movements, 

images, and feelings through art, with time and practice we are able to shape 

more creative relationships with ourselves and others.”

– Daria Halprin 

Developing an art-making practice that would contribute to my growth as a

person was one of my main concerns throughout my thesis project. Finding this process

has been a journey, and even as it continues to change, I can explain it most clearly by

separating it into two parts. The first part or stage is when the picture-taking happens

and when building connections and relationships with others figures directly into the

art-making. The second stage is when I compose the final pieces – actively discovering

what connections emerge between images and what pairing will deliver new and

uncoded meanings. 
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Daria Halprin's quote, taken from her book The Expressive Body in Life, Art,

and Therapy, speaks to the way the first part of my picture-taking practice functions

and my overall goals for the process. In essence, I begin by actively setting up or

seeking out the situations that my pictures of people will come from. This is important

because it sets my practice apart from the historically accepted idea of the art

photographer working at the mercy of fate and chance – waiting to carve the perfect

moment out of an unfolding scene (Cotton 15). Thus, although “making an observation

—framing a moment from an unfolding sequence of events—remains part of the

process, the central artistic act is one of directing an event specially for the camera” (21

Cotton). Thus, there is a counter-balancing of determined structure with ungovernable

elements at play. My photographs, in effect, rest somewhere in between studio

photography and more spontaneous street photography. 

The goal of each shoot is very specific – to help create a space where the person

I am working with (normally a family member or friend) feels comfortable expressing

themselves physically. When I took pictures of my grandmother, this meant she wanted

to pull out her radio and dance in the kitchen while making breakfast. On another

occasion, with my brother, he realized he most wanted to do cannon balls in the family

pool. The goal is to keep the time together open – requiring a balance of looseness and

intentionality on both our parts. Again, finding this balance is a continual process, and

everytime I am working with someone different I must find it again. My family

members might feel comfortable moving uninhibitedly in the way they feel best

expresses them in that moment while I snap pictures. However, with people I am less

close to, finding this place is less immediate. Sometimes it involves going to places that

the other person and I both love or feel comfortable in – environments that inspire us to
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move and feel playful. At other times, it means taking turns with the camera, so that

neither one of us feels rigidly 'stuck' in a role throughout the shoot. 

This balance of intention and spontaneity is something essential in my practice

and an influence of mine, Nicholas Nixon, explained its relevance to his picture-taking

in an interview he gave in 1947. When asked (in concern to the photographs he took of

people in a retirement home) whether he plans appointments with with his subjects in

advance or whether he decides what to photograph more spontaneously he replied:

“Both. They know that I'll be photographing there. But...it's more fun if we can keep

things open. Also, the light changes so much and people's moods are so different that

it's better if I'm free to respond” (Nixon 5). 

Nixon chose to hand-hold his camera, so the equipment he used was “as light as

possible,” giving him the freedom to be responsive and to capture the expressive

density of movements and gestures in compositions that formed quickly before his

camera. Like Nixon, I hand-hold my cameras (both digital color and analog) for the

same reasons. My goal while taking pictures is not to control the scene by asking a

subject to pose, but rather to respond to what is happening and to take pictures that will

associate or connect readily with others later on in the process. 

Developing an understanding and an eye for how to take pictures that will pair

with others is another important part of my process. I learned that certain ways of

framing what I saw before me in the viewfinder would lend themselves to creating

images that were more conducive to forming relationships with others. For example,

when looking at Nixon's images of the body viewed side-by-side in a book, they almost

read as diptychs because of the way he approaches abstraction through representation.

In figure 15, the subject becomes the gestures of his family's bodies and their
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significance (what they say about their interior life) rather than recording each as

individuals sitting for a portrait. This image, viewed next to figure 16, heightens a sense

of connection, so that the two pictures, when viewed together, strengthen the impact of

one another.  

My Work

Figures

The images I took of figures in pared-down white space were among the first

works I made for my project. I started out creating diptychs that were inspired by

Edmund Husserl's theory of appresentation, which I had encountered in my Ethics of

Otherness class. In essence, the pictures sought to use the form of the diptych to

communicate that each person has a “sphere of ownness” unique to themselves

(Husserl 28). Husserl's theory posits that we relate to each other along the

differentiating lines that accord our experience the quality of being ours and no one

else's. In my photographs, I wanted to show how these differentiating lines are

infinitely complex—both mental and physical. For example in figure 16, my friend and

I appear against a white backdrop, creating a sense that the space depicted might not be

a literal one but might instead represent an idea. The limb that crosses over is meant to

show how even physical objects, a hand for instance, can appear different to different

subjects. I did a series of images like these, but found that incorporating movement into

my pictures and allowing them to be more fluid produced images that spoke more to

my original concept. 

After these first studies, I decided to allow for more freedom in the photo shoots

and wanted to explore ideas of interdependence and connection between people by
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capturing them in the literal act of moving together: adjusting to and balancing with

one another rather than continuing to explore the same themes through symbolic, posed

pictures. Figure 17, for example, is a diptych that came out of one of these early shoots.

Because the figures in the image were captured as they were moving, the resulting

work is much more dynamic. The pale blues and purples that inhabit the picture speak

to a balance that must be found as you dance with another person and take turns

trusting each other and supporting one another's weight. In creating this image, I looked

through the pictures that were taken that day, printing them out in 4” x 6”s. I paired

these two together because of the way they capture the feeling of dancing with another

person. The cropped and fractured shots are more effective in that they show how space

might seem less static and defined as one moves quickly through it. The image depicts

two figures moving, but because it approaches abstraction, it also describes what the

two figures might feel like as well. 

Diptychs

The next series of diptychs I made developed after reflecting on the images I

took solely of people. I realized that, like Kawauchi and Tillmans, I wanted to

explore not only how one person relates to another, but also how we relate to

ourselves as well as other beings in the world. Additionally, I wanted to create pairs

of images that operated or related in different ways. 

For example, Waves of Water, 2012 (fig. 18) shows a group of people lying

together on the floor in a state of repose (on the left) paired with an image of waves

rising and falling at sunset (on the right). The people I photographed were students

taking part in a yoga class and at the end of their vigorous practice they were
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assuming the traditional position that helps restore calm and focus attention to one's

own inhaling and exhaling. Even if someone is unfamiliar with the significance of

the pose, the image of people resting together connects with the image of the waves

on two levels, much like my study of Kawauchi's work using Barthes' framework

helped to show. In the first place, the two images placed side-by-side suggest that

while these people are resting, somewhere else the sun is setting and the waves are

still ebbing and flowing. Or in other words, the diptych communicates a sense that

nature is somewhat indifferent to us—moving even as we rest. On a second level,

though, the peaceful image of water imbues the adjacent image with the same sense

of calm—suggesting that the water might be a depiction of how the figures feel in

their state of repose. Someone familiar with the significance of the pose might

connect the rising and falling water with the attention one focuses in that state on

the rising and falling of their own breath. 

Constellations

 Working within the restriction of creating a pair or a diptych was useful to

me in first learning how to use multiple pictures to choreograph a new meaning—a

meaning more complex than either image could communicate on its own. However,

as I became more adept at working with images like grammar, I wanted to create

works that consisted of more than two pictures, and further highlight Nancy's

observation that meaning is made within networks of circulation. In her essay on

Tillmans's work, critic Julie Ault discusses how his choice to present viewers with

images in a “free-wheeling” arrangement where they interact on the wall operates

differently than more traditional display methods where value is conferred through
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framing, matting, and hanging each work at eye-level (3). Ault points out that the

constellations work to underscore Sontag's observation that photographs exist

within a context, and the ones we see before will affect the significance we accord

to the ones we view afterwards, and vice versa. 

For example, in the most recent work I created, A Wordless Song Part II,

2012 (fig. 19), I use many images to make up a single composition. Each image is a

snapshot of different subject matter—a person splashing in the pool, a firework

exploding in the sky, a flower blooming—but they all share a similar visual logic

and the circular forms, each opening and expanding, enhance the impression the

others make. Individual images were chosen for both conceptual and formal

reasons. For example, I used the image of a blade of grass emerging through rocks

as an example of growth and resilience (the small, fragile blade pushes through the

hard, rocky surface). However, this picture was also chosen because of its formal

connection to the image of a swimmer's feet emerging from the water. The vertical

momentum in both photographs draws a parallel between them, where the resilience

of the blade is echoed in the resilience of the swimmer, who exercises to keep her

body, ephemeral as the grass, strong. By presenting viewers with various everyday

moments, connected in physical likeness, one comes away with a sense that the

quotidian and small are connected to larger happenings. In essence, the piece

underscores the way that likes images, people and other beings also exist in a state

of interdependence albeit one that is often overlooked. 

Artistic Intentions

The presentation of my photographs is a major part of the work itself. Like
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Tillmans and Kawauchi, I considered the way sequencing would affect the

experience viewers would ultimately come away with. For example, in many of

Rinko Kawauchi's shows, she groups large images together at the end of a gallery

space so that smaller, more intimate images have a chance to receive some attention

by opening the show. When installing my work in Feldsman, I placed my black and

white photographs, In Summer the Heat, In Winter the Cold, 2012 (fig. 20) at the

very beginning of the show knowing that it would be easy for them to be

overlooked amidst the vibrant color photographs that appear later in the exhibition.

Also, the entry space is more intimate with a lower ceiling, and better suited for

small-scale work that asks viewers to approach and notice the details that black and

white photographs accentuate, such as the way light falls and texture defines

different objects. This series of photographs also serves to help the viewer fine tune

their awareness to detail so they can be more sensitized to the connections that form

between images throughout the gallery. In the entry space (the first four walls of

Feldsman), I also chose to trace the movements of someone walking through the

gallery, so each person's experience of progressing through the gallery is natural

rather than strained. For example, the two right-hand walls feel heavy with images,

so the lightness of the adjacent walls creates a balance that contributes to the

experience and significance of the photographs themselves. 

The larger alcoves consist of the work I created later in the semester, and the

larger-scale color pieces are better suited for this space in that viewers typically

stand farther away from the walls here. I approached each wall as an individual

composition, considering how it operates on its own as well as together with all the

others. The last piece I created, A Wordless Song Part II, 2012 (fig. 19), features
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celebratory imagery of exploding fireworks and fauna so it, together with my largest

diptych on the adjacent wall, serve as the finale to my show. 

The piece Tell The You Saw Me and that I Flew (fig. 17) is one of the earlier

ones included in the exhibition. The goal or intention was to achieve an alignment

between process and final significance of the work in order to show the fluidity of

interpersonal relationships. For example, two friends and I started moving and dancing

together. At first this was uncomfortable but slowly became fun as we grew closer in

the act of moving and being creative together. I took pictures that cropped in on the

interaction so that the image was more involved, rather than providing a distant third

person perspective from farther back. I switched off so that sometimes I was being

photographed rather than remaining in the position of photographer the entire time. 

The final piece is a diptych, composed of pictures taken that day. Both were

chosen for the tension they create, where the image on the left pulls and the image on

the right expands. They show three individuals occupying different positions at

different times within the frame, showing how roles and patterns formed often fluctuate

and change. The subtle color interaction of blues and purples creates the impression of

harmony. 

In the piece The Body Gets Up and Dances, the intention was to show how

physical motion and emotion are linked, simultaneously affecting one another. This is

why the three diptychs that compose the piece contain both a representational image of

a person (often in movement to convey the physical) as well as a more abstract image

(to convey mental or emotional processes). For example, in figure 19, the image on the

left is of a young man engaged in physical activity. As he hangs from the tree in the

center of the image, his feet extend off the page and the moment is cropped. In the
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image on the right, the movement of the figure's feet is continued in the form of an

abstract and overexposed spiral form. 

These images work together because of the way the movement of the figure's

feet continues into the abstract image. This connection highlights a transition or

connection from physical movement to mental images, feelings, or memories. The

image on the right is difficult to define as the bright light osbcures the objects (which

appear to be a hand and a silver spiral). Because this image is hard to decipher, it

remains open and can refer to the non-visible (such as feelings, memories, etc.).

Together, the two images compose a diptych and become more than either image could

be on their own. 

The piece A Wordless Song Pt. II (fig. 19) moves from choreographing an

interaction between two images to creating a constellation or web of images, similar to

a curator. The goal of the piece is to show how there is a logic or connectedness

underlying seemingly separate happenings in life. The piece started with an image I

took of a flower in bloom. I observed the architecture of the flower and how it blooms

from a single point or a bud, expanding to become more for a fleeting moment of time.

With my original idea in mind, I looked back through photographs I had taken and

proceeded to take additional pictures in order to develop a visual web that would point

to a recurring logic. Ephemerality, similar movement, and similarities in appearance or

architecture are some of the qualities I sought out. 

For example, at the bottom center of the piece I compare an image of two

blades of grass emerging through a pile of rocks to an image of a person's feet

emerging in a handstand from beneath the surface of a swimming pool. The effect is

that a connection is made between the life of the grass and the upward movement of
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its blades with the life of the person swimming. Both images present separate

moments, but the viewer is invited to see the similarity in upward movement and

the way that both the small blade and the larger human contribute a similar force or

motion to the artwork as a whole. Furthermore, because this work incorporates

more images, these connections happen not only between two images at a time, but

between several, making the work one of the most complex pieces in the exhibition.

Cultural Associations

One reason why the influences I focus on in my paper are primarily

contemporary artists is because the form I display in and the process I have developed

are in part a response to a contemporary culture of image-viewing. Similar to Wolfgang

Tillmans and Rinko Kawauchi, the way I work has not been as possible to manage in

the past. Film photography and developing methods meant that viewing the pictures

you took was not possible until they were printed, one by one, in a darkroom. The

manual process of developing pictures was also very time consuming and when

capturing instants and split seconds of movement, it would not have been possible to

take or view the same number of images that I am capable of taking now. In essence,

contemporary technology has made it possible and viable to have an art practice that

depends on taking many images, printing many images, and experimenting so

extensively with sequencing. 

Significantly, this way of working also operates and in part responds to our

contemporary culture of viewing images. For my generation, experiencing “a daily free

flow of images across social networking websites and through mobile phone

conversations” is second-nature, making it possible for people to take meaning away
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from visual sequences rather than requiring a readily apparent continuity in terms of

subject matter (Chandler 32). As David Chandler phrases it, “there is a sense in the ease

with which their pictures are tagged, edited, sequenced, and displayed that a new kind

of visual communication, a new language, is developing (or possibly already exists

fully formed)” (33). As a result of seeing and handling so many images, people have

become more sensitized to semiotic nuances, and meanings that are subtle or difficult

to describe can be communicated through juxtaposition and arrangement (something

Kawuachi and Tillmans are both especially adept at). Furthermore, because my thesis

addresses questions of how self-constitution occurs and how individuals relate to one

another by means of photography, the work contains a reference to the way these

processes are always already mediated by the representations and the images we have

been exposed to.   

Conclusion

Over the course of my thesis project I learned a lot about how to technically

improve my photographs (for example, discovering different options for displaying

photographs, learning how to further adjust and fine tune manual controls, etc.).

However, the most rewarding aspect of the learning process has been in discovering

how my different interests connect and contribute to one another. In terms of goals for

my thesis project, integrating my outside interests was a large one and one that I feel

enriched my work as well as my scope of knowledge more generally. This thesis has

given me a lot to consider and a lot of directions to explore in my own work and

thinking beyond the project. 

This thesis project was concerned with exploring the way meaning develops
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within networks that move and shift. Over the course of the semester I effectively

developed a practice that spans from the small scale, where I take pictures that are

intimate observations of objects (for example the texture of a brick walkway) to a

larger or more open scale. For example, in my later works I incorporate images taken

by other people in order to choreograph a moment between photographs. In essence I

learned how to act as both a photographer and curator. I hope viewers will come away

from the exhibition space with a different awareness than the one they entered into it

with. In other words, they should leave newly sensitized to their surroundings and feel

reminded of how many ways there are to see and understand the world we are a part of.
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